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We know that our Canso clients and friends are interested in what we are thinking and what we 

are seeing in the markets. We’ve sent you a couple of letters from John Carswell, our President 

and CIO, but we thought you might want a more fulsome explanation than we’ve previously 

given. We’re pretty busy in the markets and things are changing quickly, so we thought it would 

be best to do a few shorter “Market Position Reports” on the current market conditions and 

where we think things are going forward. We expect to send out a few of these shorter updates 

before we get back to our regular newsletters. 

 

As you might know, John Carswell was an RCAF air navigator in the days before GPS, when you 

did celestial navigation and plotted your positions on paper plotting charts by hand. One of his 

duties was to prepare the “Position Report” or “Px” to tell the aircraft position to air traffic 

control and Air Transport Headquarters when flying over the vastness of the Atlantic Ocean or 

the Canadian Arctic. You were completely on your own, so it was important that someone knew 

where you were! 

 

So, where do we think we are on the investment front? Things are truly in unknown territory 

and as novel for the markets as the unexpected Novel Coronavirus was on the medical front.  

 

Social distancing is causing huge swaths of the global, U.S. and Canadian economies to shut 

down. As we said in our last letter, we don’t know exactly what will happen with the medical 

situation, but we can make some educated guesses. We can also translate that into economic 

and financial scenarios for individual companies and governments and then extrapolate their 

prospects going forward. This is what we are now doing with all the possible effort we can, to 

position our portfolios properly for what we expect and might encounter going forward. 

 

What of the economy? There are some very dire predictions out there for the economy and 

unemployment. Clearly, things are dire. Some of us are lucky to be working from home and with 

employers that are more insulated from immediate economic impact. There are also many 

people without any income because of social distancing and the lockdown of many areas of the 

economy. 
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We know that both companies and consumers have gone into this totally unexpected situation 

with record debt and very little cash on hand. That has meant that companies and consumers 

are drawing on their credit facilities to get them through the next few months. The good news 

for consumption is that people now have the ability to use their home equity and borrow on 

their lines of credit. This compares to earlier periods when you drew down on your savings. 

 

What this has meant for banks is breathtaking. Companies are drawing down their bank lines 

to have the cash on hand to prepare for the coming drop in their revenues. Consumers are doing 

the same thing. That has put huge funding stresses on banks since they don’t have the cash to 

meet these demands. Bank treasurers have been struggling to meet the demand for funds. 

 

While we are still in uncharted territory, we now know far more about the policy response of 

governments. The first policy response was monetary, as the central banks around the world 

lowered interest rates. The Fed quickly cut rates .50% and then another 1% to leave the upper 

band of the Fed Funds rate at 0.25%. The Bank of Canada (BOC) followed. This lowered market 

interest rates, the price of money. It didn’t do much for the availability of credit, so the central 

banks soon opened up their “liquidity windows” and let banks start to borrow against a wide 

variety of collateral.  

 

With the economic and financial uncertainty, credit markets had frozen. Yield spreads on 

corporate bonds soared, as bank owned investment dealers stepped back under funding 

pressure. Redemptions from mutual funds and ETFs climbed and they needed to fund 

withdrawals but there were few bids for their selling. Leveraged credit players were suffering 

margin calls and liquidation from their Prime Brokers. Cash was clearly at a premium and the 

value of financial assets plunged. 

 

The next, and very welcome move of central banks was to unleash various programs to restore 

some liquidity to the markets.  The U.S. government once again guaranteed money market 

mutual funds as they had during the Credit Crisis to allow the Commercial Paper markets to 

function. The Fed also amped up its quantitative easing programs, buying bonds directly in the 

markets.  

 

Interestingly, this included buying corporate bond ETFs. We have told you for some time that 

ETFs couldn’t possibly be more liquid than the underlying corporate bonds that they owned 

and the Fed now obviously agrees. They are directly buying the Investment Grade corporate 

bond ETFs that are suffering huge outflows to keep secondary bond prices from tanking. 
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In our letter last week, we pointed out that the proper policy response of governments would 

be fiscal policy. The good news is that, compared to the aftermath of the Credit Crisis and 

following recession, governments are much more willing to do what is needed on the fiscal 

front. Governments of all political stripes are now throwing aside ideology and politics to do 

what is needed. In the U.S., these fiscal programs are necessary to deal with the massive scale 

and speed of the shutdown of the U.S. economy. They are also unprecedented in their sheer 

scale and dwarf the spending after the Credit Crisis by a huge margin.  

 

As we have told you in past newsletters, the Trump Administration was already running record 

peacetime deficits before the Coronavirus struck. The actual deficit for 2019 was $984 billion 

and is forecasted to be $1.1 trillion for 2020. Even based on an unrealistic 3% economic growth 

rate it climbed to $1.8 trillion by 2030. Clearly the current spending bill being passed by 

Congress means that the deficit that will likely approach $4 trillion in the next few years as 

economic growth is much slower than forecasted. 

 

The increase in Treasury bond yields from their lows seems to reflect the market consensus that 

there will be a lot of Treasury bonds being sold to support the cash injections to the U.S. 

economy. This is reflected in the current steepening of the U.S. Treasury yield curve that is now 

very positive as can be seen from the chart below.  

 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

A year ago, 3-month U.S. T-Bills were 2.4% compared to a 30-year T-Bond yield of 2.8%, making 

for an additional yield of .4% by extending term for thirty years. In bond market parlance, this 
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was a “flat yield curve”. A month ago, things weren’t too different with the 3-month at 1.3% and 

the 30-year at 1.7%, again making for a .4% increased yield. 

 

Things are sure different today. The Federal Reserve had already made an “emergency” move 

on Sunday, March 15th, and lowered Fed Funds to zero. This put the 3-month T-Bill slightly 

negative at -.04% at the close on Friday, March 27th, but the 30-year Treasury had increased to 

1.3% since its low of .7% on March 9th. This put the yield curve at a much higher and “steeper” 

1.3%. This also tells an interesting economic tale, one with considerable hope for the economic 

future. A steep yield curve is not a bad thing, it usually presages a strong economy ahead as 

bond investors demand a higher yield as they see higher growth and inflation ahead. Investors 

know that this will end but recognize that there will be huge Treasury issuance for some time to 

come. 

 

Canada has seen an even more dramatic change on the yield curve front as the chart above 

shows. While 3-month T-Bills have dropped to .25% from 1.5% a month ago on Bank of Canada 

easing, the 30-year Canada is still at the same 1.3% yield that it was one month ago. This makes 

for a 1.1% pick up in yield and a steeper Canadian yield curve.  

 

To us, the bond market is reacting to the scale of the fiscal stimulus and debt-financed spending 

programs. The chart below of the spread between U.S. and Canadian 3-month Treasury Bills 

and 30-year Federal government bonds shows the “steepness” of the yield curve over time. The 

yield premium has now jumped from .4% to 1.3% in the U.S. in the past month. It has moved to 

1.1% in Canada.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Since 1999, the yield curve spread between 3-month T-Bills and 30-year Treasuries has run at 

about 2%. The current 1.3% spread takes us back to 2017 levels. This is still historically low. We 

expect that long-term bonds will increase in yield with economic improvement while  

short-term rates will stay anchored by Fed policy for some time to come. This could get us to 

the 3-4% levels of 2002 to 2005 and 2009 to 2011 coming out of recessions. The implementation 

of quantitative easing after the Euro-Debt crisis in 2011 seemed to hold long-term bond yields 

down, but this time around there is immense fiscal stimulus and huge amounts of bonds to be 

issued to fund it. 

 

As we’ve said earlier, the U.S. government is unleashing huge amounts of fiscal stimulus, as it 

should. It’s rather breathtaking that the Republicans, who objected to TARP and fiscal stimulus 

during the Credit Crisis and Great Recession under Obama, are now arguing for “whatever it 

takes”. We are frankly amazed about what is now happening with the scale and scope of the 

large spending programs in the U.S. that are being put in place to deal with the economic 

damage from the COVID-19 pandemic lock down.  

 

Steven Mnuchin, the U.S. Secretary of Treasury, appeared on Fox News Sunday last week and 

discussed the various programs that the U.S. Congress was rushing to pass into legislation. 

Mnuchin is reported to have told Republican Senators that they had to approve the legislation 

or risk having unemployment jump to 20%, as high as during the Great Depression of the 1930s.  

 

Mnuchin sure made his point. The initial $1 trillion program had jumped at that point up to $1.8 

trillion only two days later and finally ended at $2 trillion when signed into legislation by 

President Trump this past Friday. There will also be up to $4 trillion in lending by the Federal 

Reserve to affected industries.  

 

Frankly, the Republicans in the Senate seemed to be competing for even bigger spending on 

the COVID-19 response than the Democrat controlled House of Representatives. The numbers 

are staggering and it seems there is more to come. Larry Kudlow, Trump’s economic advisor 

commented on Fox News that: 

 

“By the way, I don't want to belittle it, we have to deal with debt and deficits some point down the 

road, but during crises and wars you have to sort of not worry about borrowing."  He said… 

Kudlow continued, “This country is so strong and our credit is so good and our currency is 

so reliable that we can afford to borrow money. Right now, the average cost would be 30 or 40 

basis points, that's all. That's a tiny price to pay to invest in the men and women and small 

businesses and so forth to keep the economy going." 
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In our letter last week, we showed you the chart below of the yields of the ICE BofA (ICE) U.S. 

Treasury Bond (T-Bond), Investment Grade (IG) and the High Yield (HY) Indices. We did this to 

give you an idea of how much and how quickly corporate bond yields had risen in the U.S. The 

T-Bonds Index is .6% today, a 1.2% decrease in yield from 1.8% at December 31st, 2019. The IG 

Index has increased in yield to 3.9%, down from the peak last week of 4.7%, but still an increase 

of 1.0% from the 2.9% at the end 2019! High yield bonds had a yield of 9.5%, a decrease from 

the peak of 11.4%, but still an increase of 4.4 % year-to-date. 
 

 
Source: ICE BofA Indexes 

 

The sharp increase in the yield spread on the IG Index (IG minus T-Bond yields) can be seen in 

the chart below. The spread widened by 2.75% in three weeks before March 24th, before falling 

back from the peak spreads. This happened after the Federal Reserve Investment Grade 

corporate bond lending facility kicked in, which improved liquidity in U.S. credit markets 

considerably over the course of the past week. 

 

Canadian yield spreads increased during the period, but not nearly as much. We think this 

comes from the illiquidity in the Canadian corporate bond market compared to the U.S. 

Canadian banks had funding constraints and the Bank of Canada lending facilities had not 

started so there was not much trading. This meant that traders did not mark their books to 

market and they didn’t “gap” to the wide trading levels in the US. 
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The Canadian Insured Mortgage Purchase Program (IMPP) and the BA Repurchase facility 

started early this past week. This created increased liquidity in NHA MBS and provided funding 

to Canadian banks. Since the banks used these up quickly, the BOC increased them 

substantially in size. We expect the trading in Canadian corporate bonds to increase with the 

opening of the BOC corporate bond repurchase program this coming Monday, March 30th. 
 

 
Source: ICE BofA Indexes 

 

So that’s what we are seeing in the markets. At the macroeconomic level, the best we can say is 

that governments are doing what they have to fiscally but there will be a huge supply of 

government bonds ahead. On the economic front, we expect many companies to have much 

lower or no revenues at all for three to six months. The government support programs are 

coming but the current stress is driving companies to draw their bank lines and issue bonds to 

cover the shortfalls in revenues while they await the support to get them through the COVID-19 

economic lock down. 

 

Our best guess is that it will be at least two quarters of severely reduced or no revenues for many 

companies and their employees. How does this translate into the economy and financial 

markets? Well, you’re looking at a 50% drop in economic activity in some industries, but some 

sectors, like utilities and medical services will not see large drops. Government expenditures 

will not be substantially reduced, although their tax revenues will fall only to be shored up with 

borrowings. Since consumption is by far the largest driver of economies, we’re probably talking 

a 30% annual drop, mostly in the next couple of quarters. 
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There will be an eventual recovery and rebound but it is very hard to predict the “knock on” 

effects. Some industries and companies are actually doing better in all this. Food producers, 

grocery stores and medical equipment companies are running full out in production to meet 

the unexpected demand. Online retailers like Amazon are hiring huge numbers of people to 

meet home delivery demand as a result of “social distancing”.  

 

Business and leisure travel have completely stopped. Airlines, Hotels and Cruise Lines have 

literally seen their revenues disappear. Marriot hotels furloughed their staff and the Wall Street 

Journal reported that their CEO said this was the worst situation in its long history with business 

down 75%. 

 

“Marriott Chief Executive Arne Sorenson said in a video message to employees on Thursday that 

Marriott business is now running about 75% below normal levels, making this period more 

devastating than any other in the history of the nearly century-old hotel company. He said that 

the financial impact was worse than the post-September 11, 2001 period and 2008-2009 

financial crisis combined.” 

 

There’s a lot going on and a lot of “unknown unknowns” in terms of the medical situation and 

the economy going forward. It seems to us that the initial phase of market panic and illiquidity 

is fading due to the central bank and government support programs, as the drop in U.S. 

corporate bond yields has demonstrated. The medical uncertainty remains and will keep a lid 

on any market ebullience for some time to come. Once it becomes clear that social distancing 

has checked the spread of COVID-19, markets will impound the eventual economic resurgence 

and respond. 

 

Markets and the investors that compose them are sorting through things and deciding which 

companies will do well financially and which will suffer. The government support programs 

have been rushed through, but people still have to figure out how they work and who benefits. 

This will take a lot of time and guesswork, as historical financial statements provide absolutely 

no guide to the year ahead. 

 

We’ve been thinking about the current situation and how we might explain it to people. It seems 

to us that our investment research is a bit like playing a game of musical chairs. We have to 
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decide where we will be when the music stops and whether there will even be a chair to sit on. 

Even worse, someone has turned the lights out and we have to feel our way in the dark! 

 

We have harped many times in our newsletters about liquidity and the trading tyranny of the 

“Bid/Ask Spread”. It was not so long ago that we pointed out that it didn’t matter what you 

thought your investment was worth if you had to sell and the only bidder had a much lower 

price than you wanted. 

 

Early in March, liquidity evaporated on fears of the unknown and market prices plunged for all 

securities as bids dropped ever lower. Offers were slow to follow on the way down and the 

bid/ask spread widened massively. Most trades took place at the “bid side” which was much 

lower as those with cash to spend demanded huge returns on their capital. This meant prices 

“gapped” down with breathtaking speed. 

 

As the central bank liquidity programs swung into action, markets started to improve and the 

panic selling lessened. Buyers started “lifting offers” and sellers waited for better prices and 

prices “gapped” higher. That said, prices are still well down from a month ago. Things will 

eventually improve and those with capital to invest can still find great values and will make 

money as things normalize. We’ve already seen substantial increases in the prices of many of 

the bonds we have bought in the past weeks. 

 

We wish you good health and high spirits in your social distancing! 

 

Canso 
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This publication has been prepared by Canso Investment Counsel Ltd. and has been prepared solely for information 

purposes.  Information in this publication is not intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice and 

is made available on an "as is" basis. Canso Investment Counsel Ltd. does not make any warranty or representation 

regarding the information herein.  Information in this presentation is subject to change without notice. Canso 

Investment Counsel Ltd. does not assume any duty to update any information herein. 

  

Certain information in this publication has been derived or obtained from sources believed to be trustworthy and/or 

reliable. Canso Investment Counsel Ltd. does not assume responsibility for the accuracy, currency, reliability or 

correctness of any such information. 

  

This publication does not constitute a public offering of sale. Nothing in this publication should be considered a 

recommendation to buy, sell or short a particular security. Any specific securities or positions discussed are intended 

as an illustration of the portfolio managers’ selection process. The portfolio managers may sell these positions at 

any time, or purchase positions that have previously been sold. The positions may increase or decrease in value after 

the date hereof, and the portfolios that hold such positions may accordingly gain or lose money on the investment.  

The statements by the portfolio managers in their commentaries are intended to illustrate their approach in 

managing the portfolios, and should not be relied upon for any other purpose. 

  

This document may contain forward-looking statements. Statements concerning a fund’s or entity’s objectives, 

goals, strategies, intentions, plans, beliefs, expectations and estimates, and the business, operations, financial 

performance and condition are forward-looking statements. The words “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, 

“intend”, “aims”, “may”, “will”, “would” and similar expressions and the negative of such expressions are intended 

to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying 

words. These forward- looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 

results to differ materially from current expectations. Viewers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 

forward-looking statements. While Canso Investment Counsel Ltd. consider these risks and uncertainties to be 

reasonable based on information currently available, they may prove to be incorrect.  

 

Source: Bloomberg Index Services Limited. BLOOMBERG® is a trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. 

and its affiliates (collectively "Bloomberg"). BARCLAYS® is a trademark and service mark of Barclays Bank Plc 

(collectively with its affiliates, "Barclays"), used under license. Bloomberg or Bloomberg's licensors, including 

Barclays, own all proprietary rights in the Bloomberg Barclays Indices. Neither Bloomberg nor Barclays approves or 

endorses this material, or guarantees the accuracy or completeness of any information herein, or makes any 

warranty, express or implied, as to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, 

neither shall have any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith. 

 

Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Nothing herein should in any way be deemed to alter the legal 

rights and obligations contained in agreements between any ICE Data Services entity ("ICE") and their clients relating 

to any of the Indices or products or services described herein. The information provided by ICE and contained herein 

is subject to change without notice and does not constitute any form of representation or undertaking. ICE and its 

affiliates make no warranties whatsoever either express or implied as to merchantability fitness for a particular 

purpose or any other matter in connection with the information provided. Without limiting the foregoing ICE and its 

affiliates makes no representation or warranty that any information provided hereunder are complete or free from 

errors omissions or defects. All information provided by ICE is owned by or licensed to ICE. ICE retains exclusive 

ownership of the ICE Indices including the ICE BofAML Indexes and the analytics used to create this analysis ICE may 

in its absolute discretion and without prior notice revise or terminate the ICE information Indices and analytics at 

any time. The information in this analysis is for internal use only and redistribution of this information to third parties 

is expressly prohibited.  
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Neither the analysis nor the information contained therein constitutes investment advice or an offer or an invitation 

to make an offer to buy or sell any securities or any options futures or other derivatives related to such securities. 

The information and calculations contained in this analysis have been obtained from a variety of sources including 

those other than ICE and ICE does not guarantee their accuracy. Prior to relying on any ICE information and/or the 

execution of a security trade based upon such ICE information you are advised to consult with your broker or other 

financial representative to verify pricing information. There is no assurance that hypothetical results will be equal to 

actual performance under any market conditions. THE ICE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED TO THE USERS "AS IS." 

NEITHER ICE NOR ITS AFFILIATES NOR ANY THIRD PARTY DATA PROVIDER WILL BE LIABLE TO ANY USER OR ANYONE 

ELSE FOR ANY INTERRUPTION INACCURACY ERROR OR OMISSION REGARDLESS OF CAUSE IN THE ICE INFORMATION 

OR FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING THEREFROM. In no event shall ICE or any of its affiliates employees officers 

directors or agents of any such persons have any liability to any person or entity relating to or arising out of this 

information analysis or the indices contained herein. 

 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 

investments. Please read the offering document before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values 

change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


